EngageMeter: A System for Implicit Audience Engagement Sensing Using Electroencephalography
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ABSTRACT

Obtaining information about audience engagement in presentations is a valuable asset for presenters in many domains. Prior literature mostly utilized explicit methods of collecting feedback which induce distractions, add workload on audience, and do not provide objective information to presenters. We present EngageMeter—a system that allows fine-grained information on audience engagement to be obtained implicitly from multiple brain-computer interfaces (BCI) and to be fed back to presenters for real-time and post-hoc access. Through evaluation during an HCI conference, we found that EngageMeter provides value to presenters (a) in real-time, since it allows reacting to current engagement scores by changing tone or adding pauses, and (b) post-hoc, since presenters can adjust their slides and embed extra elements. We discuss how EngageMeter can be used in collocated and distributed audience sensing as well as how it can aid presenters in long term use.
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INTRODUCTION

Presenting in front of an audience is an integral part of everyday work in academia, education, and industry. Presenters communicate their latest results and explain new topics and ideas to colleagues and interested parties using slide-based presentations. Gaining feedback from the audience is important to ensure information is delivered and to keep the audience engaged and attentive. However, reliable and fine-grained feedback from the audience is hard to collect. Mostly presenters use non-verbal cues (e.g., eye contact, posture) to perceive audience engagement, or collect feedback after a performance or presentation using interviews and questionnaires. Recently, researchers proposed using video streams to automatically predict audience feedback through facial expressions [7, 11].

Due to wearable devices, such as wrist-worn heart rate sensors or head-mounted consumer brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), rich information about the physical, emotional, and cognitive state of users can be collected. In contrast to current wearable mainstream applications, we extend the use of wearable psycho-physiological sensors beyond personal tracking to the aggregation of information from multiple users with the goal of obtaining audience feedback. Only few systems utilized information from physiological sensors (e.g., SCL) in real-world audience sensing [14, 19]. However, they provide only a post-hoc view of raw data to presenters. We propose EngageMeter—a system exploiting rich information gathered by BCIs to provide real-time and post-hoc feedback to presenters. We leverage the fact that electroencephalography (EEG) signals from the brain are able to detect shifts in engagement, alertness, and workload [4, 5, 9].

In this note, we first discuss our implicit audience sensing concept and implementation, called EngageMeter. We then present a real-world evaluation of EngageMeter in an HCI conference. Findings stem from interviews conducted with presenters and audience members. The evaluation shows how presenters react in real time to fluctuations in audience engagement by introducing pauses or changing tone. In post-hoc, presenters gained insights about audience engagement on a per-slide basis which allows for adapting and changing their presented material. We conclude with a discussion on using psycho-physiological sensing for implicit audience feedback.

ENGAGEMETER

EngageMeter consists of three components as follows:

Engagement Sensing Component. Fundamental EEG research [13] provided a formula to calculate cognitive engagement using $\alpha$ (7 – 11Hz), $\beta$ (11 – 20Hz), and $\theta$ (4 – 7Hz) frequency bands, where $E$, representing the engagement index, is
We calculate the 1-second engagement index. To filter the raw signal to extract frequency bands ($\beta$, $\alpha$, $\theta$) averaged over 1 second. We calculate the 1-second engagement index $E$. To filter the signal from muscle (e.g., blinking) artifacts, we used a five second sliding window approach as proposed by Szafir and Mutlu [16]. We then smooth the engagement index using an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average to pick up general engagement trends and further remove movement artifacts [16]. This outputs a smoothed engagement index per device per 5 seconds $E_{\text{smooth}}$ sent to the administration component.

Administration Component. Composed of a web server and a database, the server provides presenters with a front end to create new sessions. When the presenter starts the presentation, she/he chooses a session name, description, and type. We offer two different session types: (1) calibration and (2) recording sessions. Calibration is done since EEG signals are highly person-dependent. Hence a generic solution would not be possible for calculating an average engagement score depicting the entire audience without accounting for person dependencies. It is an extra session conducted before the start of the presentation to determine maximum and minimum scores for engagement through low (e.g., relaxation) and high (e.g., solving visual puzzles) engagement-inducing tasks [17]. Based on the minimum $E_{\text{min}}$ and maximum $E_{\text{max}}$ engagement scores collected from each calibration session, we calculate a normalized engagement score between 0 and 100 as $E_{\text{norm}} = \frac{E_{\text{smooth}} - E_{\text{min}}}{E_{\text{max}} - E_{\text{min}}} * 100$ (2) similar to Vi et Al.’s work[17].

Recording sessions use the normalized engagement scores from each audience member to calculate an average engagement between 0 and 100 for all audience members at the same time presented to presenters via the Feedback Client. The database stores normalized engagement scores, session data, and timestamps of the slides of the presented material.

$\frac{\beta_{\text{EEG}}}{\alpha_{\text{EEG}}} \theta_{\text{EEG}}$, averaged over 1 second. We calculate the 1-second engagement index $E$. To filter the signal from muscle (e.g., blinking) artifacts, we used a five second sliding window approach as proposed by Szafir and Mutlu [16]. We then smooth the engagement index using an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average to pick up general engagement trends and further remove movement artifacts [16]. This outputs a smoothed engagement index per device per 5 seconds $E_{\text{smooth}}$ sent to the administration component.

Feedback Client. The normalized engagement score is sent from the administration component together with the slide timestamps to the front-end web client where it is visualized. Any registered user (administrator or audience) can gain access to the feedback by signing in and providing a session ID. Thus, EngageMeter allows the feedback to be seen by multiple presenters (only averaged scores of all audience members) or the audience themselves (who can access personal and average audience scores). The design of the feedback client was informed through two pre-studies with six presenters. A real-time and a post-hoc view are provided.

The real-time view shows current audience-averaged normalized engagement score represented as a gauge (cf. Figure 2, A) and a moving line graph with the average engagement over time, where vertical sections indicate slides (cf. Figure 2, B). The engagement gauge provides presenters with a quick view that can be comprehended in short glances. It shows the averaged engagement of the audience as percentage and reflects the color in the gauge between red (0%) and green (100%). The moving graph gives a holistic view of the presented material so far, showing slide lengths and variations of engagement during each slide which presenters can use if they are pausing.

The post-hoc view shows a line graph with normalized audience-averaged engagement score represented as a gauge (cf. Figure 2, B), and individual slide scores in a bar chart (cf. Figure 2, C). Each slide score is calculated as the average of normalized engagement over the slide duration. Presenters can upload their slide deck and presentation audio through the interface and can see visual slide previews and replay the audio.

REAL-WORD EVALUATION OF ENGAGEMETER

To evaluate the concept of EngageMeter, we deployed it in a real world setting during a large HCI conference. In particular, we focus on three keynotes given by experienced presenters over the course of three days.

Participants and Presenters

We recruited 11 participants from the audience to take part in our study (8 males, 3 females) aged between 24 and 28 years ($M = 25.2$, $SD = 2.14$). All participants were graduate students from computer science, HCI, or psychology and were attendees of the conference. All participants attended keynotes 1 and 3, whereas two participants missed keynote 2. They received 20 Euros for participation. The three keynote speakers (2 female) were experienced presenters. Two were academic researchers, one an industry professional.

Procedure

The day before the conferences started, we invited the participants to the venue and briefed them about the study. They signed informed consent forms and filled in a demographic questionnaire. We introduced them to the overall system and the BCI in particular. We conducted a calibration, consisting of two sessions – a relaxation session, common to BCI studies [8, 9, 17], and a visual puzzle solving session which was proven to increase engagement scores to almost double that of the relaxation task during pre-studies. Each session lasted for five minutes. We used both calibration sessions to determine a minimum and maximum engagement index per participant.

\[ E = \frac{\beta}{\alpha + \theta}, \]
and develop the normalized engagement range used during the keynotes. All three keynotes took place in the following three consecutive days between 8 and 10 am in a large lecture hall with more than 300 attendees. Participants were free to choose where they sat and were instructed to start the system at the beginning of the talks. EngageMeter recorded the engagement index of each participant during each keynote. We briefed the three keynote speakers about the study a-priori and introduced the system. We placed a laptop on the side of the podium where each speaker gave her/his talk so that they can easily perceive it from their standing position. The three keynotes presented topics related to HCI and Information Technology and had different durations, ranging from 35-45 minutes. We conducted semi-structured interviews with each keynote speaker after their talks, as well as with the participants (i.e., audience) after the conference ended. We gathered participants’ subjective feedback after each keynote. They rated on a 7-point Likert item after each keynote their engagement during the presentation (1=not engaged at all, 7=very engaged). Furthermore, we interviewed participants to gather qualitative feedback on aspects they liked or did not like in the presentation.

RESULTS

Subjective and Measured Engagement

We analyzed participants’ subjective Likert scale ratings and the measured normalized engagement for each keynote. The first talk with a subjective engagement score of \( Med = 5 \), had a median measured engagement of 37%. Keynote 2 scored the highest subjective engagement with \( Med = 6 \) and median measured engagement of 60%. Finally, the third keynote scored \( Med = 4 \) and a 40% measured engagement.

We present the measured engagement line graph and slide scores of keynote 2 as it had the highest measured engagement score and received the highest rating by participants (Figure 3). As can be seen, each part of the talk was perceived differently by the audience. The top graph depicts the slide scores and interesting themes are shown. The bottom graph shows the measured normalized engagement. Slide changes and durations are depicted by the vertical sections and interesting points in the presenter’s talk are indicated as well.

The presenter asked several questions during her talk – some were rhetorical questions after pausing and two with a call for action in the beginning of her talk (Slides 1 to 3). This has been positively acknowledged by all participants in their comments after the keynote(cf. Figure 3, Slides 1,2,3,9,13). The presenter paused between different parts of the talk and when a technical issue arose (cf. Figure 3, Slides 21-22) she joked and talked whilst solving the issue which can be seen to sustain audience engagement. She presented three videos in the second half of the talk which increased the audience engagement after a phase of history and background information.

Presenters’ Real-Time View Feedback

The three presenters differed in their opinions about the utility of the real-time view and how they actually used it in their talks. Presenter 2 said “I loved it!”, when we asked her about her feedback on the real-time view. She stated “every now and then I would look at it and if it was low I would slow down or clarify my words”. Presenter 1 said that she was entirely immersed in her talk and did not use the real-time view. She said “I was so in the zone”. Presenter 3 stated “I hardly looked at it at all. The large number of audience and the situation made me not want to check it out.”

We asked presenters if they found the gauge or moving graph more useful in real-time and at which points they used each. Presenter 1 said that the real-time feedback could overwhelm presenters especially if the feedback is negative, however, she would use it in trying different aspects while presenting repeatedly with students. Presenter 2 said both the gauge and moving graph are optimal and not overwhelming. She found that two views are the optimal number in real-time feedback. She stated “because there is this concept of delay, you are communicating
your talk, your words (are) a little bit ahead, then the audience reacts, and the line graph takes into account this delay. The gauge was useful to see it moving back and forth, if I saw that it was going down red it is an immediate call to action for the speaker to do something". Presenter 3 preferred the moving graph and said that it is easier to interpret because with the gauge he needs to think of the previous engagement levels and what has happened to cause the increase/decrease.

Presenter 2 stated that using EngageMeter in real-time is very useful if she is talking to a large audience, especially if there is a language difference where there is a higher chance of losing the audience. Presenter 3 stated that the real-time view can be shared with the audience as well. He said that “If the audience also sees the graph I am seeing then we could interact and comment about this.”. He suggested using an ambient display that everyone can simultaneously see. Presenters 1 and 3 mentioned that the real-time feedback is more useful in presentations given repeatedly, like courses with the same audience. Presenter 3 said that he would try something different every time and see how that affects the audience, for example, by asking questions or changing the way of presenting a slide.

**Presenters’ Post-Hoc View Feedback**

All three presenters found the post-hoc view useful and informative. They would use it in giving repetitive talks such as in course lectures. Presenter 3 mentioned he would put in anchors into his slides. When he reaches these anchors he would use different presentation elements each time giving the talk (e.g., ask the audience or small (group) exercises) and compare the engagement depending on the used elements post-hoc. Presenter 1 said it will be interesting to compare how the attention spans vary in different contexts, for example, when asking students in a course to not use any external devices at all or asking them to use their devices (e.g., laptop/phone) as they would normally use it during a lecture.

All three presenters mentioned that comparing the post-hoc view over multiple talks will provide useful insights and suggestions. Presenter 2 said that “It will all start to blend in together after you have given many talks, you can then start to form recommendations about the things that worked well”. Presenter 1 said that she is interested in correlating how she felt after the given talk to the post-hoc measured engagement of the audience. She suggested writing down how she felt, recording the context such as the audio, and description of the room over a large number of talks. Presenter 3 found slide scores more useful than the line graph because it provides sufficient detail about the slide itself. He stated “generally I would not be interested in anything beyond the slide scores”.

On the other hand, presenters 1 and 2 both agreed that the post-hoc view can be extended with more context by including not only slide previews and audio, but video of the talks. Presenter 2 also mentioned that she would like to see a summary report showing statistics of the highest and lowest scoring slides.

**DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS**

We designed EngageMeter to provide presenters with a fine-grained overview of the collective audience engagement. One challenge is interpreting the measured engagement. Our presenters mainly considered moments of low engagement as a call-to-action. However, high engagement levels might not be desirable in every case. A continuously high level of engagement can overchallenge the audience and may affect learning outcomes [21]. As a result, engagement sensing systems can also be designed to notify presenters about excessively high engagement levels. Finding the level of engagement that both fits the audience as well as the presentation poses further challenges which need to be tackled in future work.

Through EngageMeter’s post-hoc slide and audio view, presenters stated that they can track the effect of their changes over time. This is not possible using other explicit sensing methods without putting significant effort on the audience. Capturing additional external context using other environment-based sensors, for example, eye-trackers to know where the audience are looking, would further enrich the provided feedback.

Our approach worked in a real-world context. However, in a long-term study, such as over the course of a semester, personal day-to-day mood, timing, and other external aspects can have an effect on the engagement value. In this case, future work could look into developing a dynamic calibration protocol that adapts to individual changes per session. Furthermore, improving the algorithm for removing motion artifacts can further increase the signal quality.

Few implicit audience sensing systems provide real-time feedback from multiple audience members at the same time (e.g., [3]). Most systems provide post-hoc feedback with one-to-one cardinality where in many cases the audience (sender) was also the receiver of the information (i.e., in case of online learning) [8, 15]. Explicit sensing systems provide more support for the presenter. With EngageMeter, we cover additional sender-receiver cardinalities. The system can be used by one or multiple audience members and presenters at the same time, and provide support to presenters in real-time and post-hoc. These opportunities for support became apparent through our interviews with presenters. For example, presenters stated that real-time feedback is useful in contexts such as meetings, rehearsal talks, MOOCs, and live online presentations. They saw a major advantage for talks in front of a foreign audience or where they use a second language. In this case, implicit audience sensing can provide an objective feedback on the perceived complexity and audience engagement during the talk, regardless of cultural differences. In such cases identifying the engagement from other sources, such as mimics, may be difficult. Presenters also expressed their interest in using EngageMeter over a long period of time in talks they give repeatedly, e.g., courses and seminars. Thus, they could enhance content based on feedback from previous presentations.

**CONCLUSION**

In this work, we reported on EngageMeter, an implicit audience sensing system utilizing EEG signals to provide real-time and post-hoc feedback about audience engagement. EngageMeter is a scalable system and can be used in different contexts including meetings (i.e., work environment), classic as well as flipped classrooms, public speeches, etc. EngageMeter was evaluated in a real-world study during a conference. The evaluation of the system revealed opportunities for using EEG for audience engagement in real world scenarios.
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